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ABSTRACT 

This paper is an attempt to briel/y summarize the taxonomic leatures 01 
the fo/k entom%gica/ classilication system 01 the Kayapó lndians 01 Central 
Brazi/. The lolk system shows a correlation with scientilic taxonomies, espe
cial/y at leveIs 01 Class, Order and Fami/y. Several morphological continua 
os "sequences" are evident and within these are lound additional sub-groupings 
called "complexes". 01 particular interest is the sequence labeled "fíy", which 
is analogous to the scientilic Orders 01 lsoptera and Hymenoptera. Patterns 
lor these groupings rellect important social and cultural values and are iftdi
cative 01 the signilicance 01 social insects (bees, ants, wasps and termites) 
in the Kayapó beliel system. 

It is suggested that taxonomic systems are guides to cultural/y signi/icant 
domains and point to underlying social and cultural patterns. These pattems 
are reilied by mythology and oral tradition, being encoded as recurring symbolic 
lorms with natural prototypes. Thus an ethnomethodology to determine lo/k 
classilication system:; o//ers an emic approach to the investigation of cu/tures 
and reveals the inter-re/ationships between cognitive systems, mythology, cere
mony, and natural symbols. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Kayapó Indians are one of the major tribes remammg .in Amazonia. 
Their well-earned reputation for belligerance and violence (cL Wagley, 1977 :31) 
kept them insulated from encroaching western society until 1938. ln that year 
the first missionaries established permanent contact with the Gorotire Kayapó. 
The Gorotire represented only one of several schismatic groups, all of which 
had once been united in a powerful and populous ancestral village, Pyka-tô-ti 
(Posey, 1979b). Once the Gorotire had been "pacified" with Western trade 
items and medicines, other Kayapó ceased their warfare and established con
tact with Brazilian Indian Foundation (FUNAI) officials. The last group to 
be pacified was the Mekrãngoti Kayapó, who have now had !ess than twenty 
years of sporadic contact with the outside world (Verswijver, 1978). 

Most of the data analyzed in this paper were collected in Gorotire, the 
largest of the northern Kayapó villages (7°48', 54°46'W). Gorotire was the 
base camp for this 14-month project because of its accessibility and the 
presence of some bilingual (Kayapó and Portuguese) Indians. 

Gorotire is one of seven northern Kayapó villages located in the reserva 
indígena Kayapó. The total Kayapó population is now over 2,500; the area 
of the reserva is approximately 1,900,000 hectares. One of the aims of the 
Kayapó project was to determine the underlying logical basis of the 
Indian system for classifying natural phenomena. General biological classifi
cation was investigated, but since the investigator had special training and 
interests in entomology, insects became a focal concern. The goal of an 
ethnotaxonomic \investigation is to define the cultural system using the cogni
tive categories utilized- by people of the cultures under investigation. This 
emic approach requires a special methodology (or "ethnomethodology") designed 
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to disco ver underlying patterns of logic and related cultural patterns. The 
following ethnomethodology evolved to generate the data analyzed in this paper. 

ETHNOMETHODOLOGY 

Research was at first limited to work with the 6 men and 3 women 
who spoke Portuguese. Although an attempt to learn and utilize Kayapó 
was made from the onset of the project, it was seven months before eliciting 
could be carried out in the indigenous language. The type of data gathered 
reflects these stages of the projecto 

One of the first tasks begun was to establish an insect collection. Daily 
field trips were taken for the sole purpose of collecting as many different 
insects as possible in categories the Indians loosely grouped together. 

Four or five Indians accompanied the researcher on collecting forays 
that spanned the entire 14 month period. The result was a collection with 
a range of "relatives of insects" (consistently called "maja") expanded in 
what was assumed to be a reflection of native ideas of relatedness. The 
category inc1uded ali insecte, scorpions, ticks, centipedes, millipedes, crayfish, 
and pseudoscorpions. The category (maia) has a one-to-one correspondence 
with the scientific category of Phylum Arthropoda. 

As the collection progressed, it became apparent that most organisms 
were grouped into very generalized categories. If there were no consistent 
sub-groupings (i. e . , no named or un-named differentiations), the specimens 
in that group were boxed and sent to the Museu Paraense Emílio Goeldi for 
classification and storage in the Museu collections. 1 If any evidence of subdi
visions did exist, however, the specimens were retained in the viii age for 
ftirther study. 

ln the village, informants were asked to (a) name each specimen, and 
(b) group those specimens that were the sarne (abenkôt) or similar (õmbiqua) . 
ln this manner, it was determined that covert (unnamed) groupings exist 
that correspond in a one-to-one fashion with the scientific Class of Arthropoda 
(see Table 1). Further sub-groupings were few, except for the covert cate
gory corresponding to the scientific Class Insecta. Eighteen (18) sub-c1asses 
("forms") were found in this category (see Table 2). 

Each specimen was numbered and each number was recorded in a mas ter 
notebook. This notebook contained essential field data on the specimen, plus 
a sketch or field identification notation if possible. If appropriate, enteies 
were also made regarding the cultural use of the insect or any peculiar cir
cumstances under which the specimen was collected. (Often Indians would 
bring specimens to be examined because they thought them interesting, unusual 
or particularly significant). 

Groupings of insects were tabulated initially for six men and three 
women; the maximal number of insects utilized in each of these sorting 
experiments was 635. Informants conducted the grouping activities on three 
different occasions, each time with actual insect specimens. The identification 
number of each specimen grouped was recorded for each category. 

"Informant error" was treated as problematic since patterns in "error" 
were soon evident and eventually predictable. Based on these data, four (4) 
types of "forms" were identified (see Table 2). 

(1) Focal forms, those consistently labeled and grouped in the sarne 
way and considered "typical" of the category. These forms are best illus
trated as " fuzzy sets" (cf. Gardner, 1976; Kempton, 1978) with certain 
members being more focal and others being more peripheral. 

1. A collect' on of nearly 6,000 Insect speclmens was deposlted wlth the Museu 
Paraense "Emílio Goeldl" (Belém-Pará), under the supervlslon of Dr. Wlll 'aro L. Overal. 
head of the Invertebrate zoology sectlon. I aro Indebted to Dr. Overal for hla llmitless 
asslstance ln Identlflcatlon of both collectlons. 

For dl80uaalons of the general Importance of Inseots to Indlgenous peoples, ses Posey, 
1978. 1QeO. 
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TABLE 1 - ARTHROPOD GROUPS 

CLASS/ORDER COMMON NAME KAYAPÔ NAME CORRELATION 

Arachnoidea 

(a) Scorpionida scorpion makre 
mak 

1: 1 

(b) Pseudoscorpionida pseudoscorpion makkyre 1: 1 

(c) Phalangida harvesters hehpati 
heh 

1: 1 

(d) Araneae spiders heh 1:1 

(e) Acarina mites/ticks ten 1:1 

Crustacea crayfish maj 1: 1 

Diplopoda mi 11 i p ed e morokrêuti 1: 1 

Chi lopoda centipede kekek 1: 1 

Insecta insects (cover t) 1: 1 

(2) Transitional jorms, those consistently "mislabeled" between two cate
gories. These forms are viewed as being "like" two groups that are contiguous 
categories in a morphological sequence. 

(3) Aberrant jorms, those consistently labeled ín one category, but given 
a special name because of unusual morphological characteristics. 

(4) Co/lective jorms, those consistently given the sarne name and grouped 
together, altl:ough informants point out members of a collective class may 
not "really" be the sarne. ln the one collective form discussed in the paper, 
small flies (ngôire), members of the category were considered too small to 
have significant morphological features and . were illustrated with small dots. 

Utilizing tabulated responses and informant sorting responses, it was 
possible to link into a more generalized pattern eighteen (18) named groupings. 
These groupings seem to best coincide with the cri teria of "basic object leveI" 
categories (cL Dougherty, 1978; Rosch et ai., 1976). lnformant drawings and 
statements showed that the underlying patterns of these subordinate groupings 
were based on recognition of gross morphological fentures. (Figure 2 re
presents these basic groupings based on drawings done in Village Gorotire by 
Irã Kayapó in 1977). 

PAITERNS lN FOLK ENTOMOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION 

For the Kayapó ali things are divided into 4 categories: (1) things that 
move and grow, (2) things that grow but do not move, (3) things that neither 
move nor grow, and (4) man - a creature that is akin to ali animaIs, yet 
unique and more powerful than most animais because of his social organization. 

It is the covert (unnamed) category of "animal" with which this paper 
is particularly concerned. Ali animais are sub-divided into two named groups: 
those with "flesh" (called by the name "mry"), and those with "shells" and 
no flesh (called "maia").2 This latter group, animais with shells and no 
flesh, coincides with the scientific phylum Arthropoda. Further folk subdivi
sions correlate with the five (5) scientific classes of Arthropoda (see Table 1). 

2. It has been suggested by Cecll Brown and Terence Hayes (ln private communi
estlon) that the category maia may be a generaIlzed estegO!"J descrlblng ali things that 
are of IIttle economlc utlllty. A review of my data tends to confirm thls suggestlon 
ln most cases, but not ln ali (bees, for exampIe, are of great economlc Importance but 
are stlll classlfied as maia). I retaln my originai defln1tlon of maia, but teeI It Important 
to polnt out the posslbllty that maia Is a more lrenerallzabIe catelrory, whlch would leave 
as ·covert" the domaln of animais wlth shellB, but no fleBh. 
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TABLE 2 - LEVELS OF CORRESPONDENCE FOR INSECTS 

B.O.L. c ategories* COMMON NAME CORRESPONDENCE LEVELS CORRELATION§ 

Focal Forms: 

(1) mara 

(2) ipoi 

(3) kapo 

(4) krytkanet 

(5) wewe 

(6) kanenet 

(7) kokot 

(8 ) pure 

(9) kôpre 

(10) r Dr ot 

(11 ) mrum 

(12) amuh 

(13) mehn 

Collective 

(14 ) ngôire 

F orm s: 

Aberrant Forms: 

(15) karêrê 

Transitional Forms: 

(16) kapoti 

(17) kungont 

(18) mehnkamamuh 

beetle 

true bug 

roach 

Order (Coleoptera) 

Order (Hemiptera) 

(Family: Blattidae) 

grasshopper, Order (Orthoptera) 

cricket 

butterfly, (Various Orders) 

moth 

dragonfly Order (Odonata) 

leafhopper, Order (Homoptera) 

c ic ad a 

fly Order (Diptera) 

termite Order (Isoptera) 

ant (Family: Formicidae) 

social wasp (Family: Various) 

bee (Family: Apidae) 

minute (Various) 

insects 

earwig Order (Dermaptera) 

giant roach, Order (Dictyoptera) 

mantid 

solitary 

bee & wasp 

honey wasp 

(Various) 

(Genus: Brachygastera) 

*B. O. L. - Basic Object LeveI Categories 

1: 1 

1: 1 

I 
1: 1 

1: 1 

1: 1 

1: 1 

1: 1 

I 
f 

I 

1: 1 

I 

I 

§Correlations stated in relation to correspondences at the scien

tific leveI of Order (I indicates an over-differentiation; 

- is under-differentiation) 
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Although lhe folk grouping lhal corresponds with "insects" is covert, 
there is aI: 1 relationship with the scientific class Insecta. There are four 
(4) morphological "sequences" within this grouping (see Figure 2). The term 
"morphological sequence" refers to a continuum of traits that unites a series 
of basic object levei categories. The sequence may be an uninterrupted con
tinuum with overlapping members between contiguous categories along the 
continuum; or there may be interruptions or gaps in the continuum. To 
bridge these gaps, named transitional forms may occur to produce intermediate 
categories (see Table 2). 
Sequence 1: Let us look at Sequence 1 (see Figure 2) as an example. There 
is a continuum of gross morphological form from the OV ATE "polar form" 
to the OBLONG ' ~ polar form" (see Figure 1) . Within this 8equence Can 
be fpJ.md !wP 4!stiJlcl CPffiP!exes: 

o~O 
Polar ronns : Ovate Elonqlll te 

Fig. 1: Form sequence. 

-Sequences: 

(1) (Covert) 

Complex A 

(2) (Covert) 

. );okot (kryre) );o);ot 

$ ~ , 
(4) "I\y" (social insects) 

rorot mrum amuh 

1 O 

Complex B 

(3) (Covert) 

nl/ôlre pure 

" " .. cff' 
• 

(collectlve) 

kungont, 
mehnkamamuh 

1 
(transltlonal) 

);opre 

r 
) 

Complex B 

mehn 

Fig. 2: Insect sequences and complexes (Based on drawings by Irã Kayapó) . 
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Complex A. This includes that part of the overall Sequence from beetles 
(màrà) .to hemipterans (ipoi) to roaches (kapo). Ali forms in this complex 
have leathery outer wings or protective wing covers; their general form 
ranges from ovate to oblong, Considerable ambiguity occurs between these 
three (3) forms - that is, certain beetles are consistently classified as 
(màrà) and (ipoi), but never is there overlap between (màrà) and (kapo). 
Likewise many (ipoi) are classified as (màrà), but also as (kapo). No (kapo), 
therefore, are co-classified with (màrà). The earwig (karêre) is an aberrant 
formo It is consistently classified as a type of kapo, but is singled out be
cause of its morphological distinctiveness (mainly because it has rudimentary 
wings and "pincers" on its abdomen) and given a special monomial label. 

The overall sequence is interrupted with the transition from (kapo) to 
(krytkanet), i.e . , from cockroaches to grasshoppers, although the morpho
logical form continues toward elongation. This break is clearly due to the 
presence of large wings that become sufficiently conspicuous to define the 
perimeters of the animal's shape. 

There is a transitional group, the (kapoti) or giant cockroaches, that 
bridges this gap. The large wings and elongated bodies of the group cause 
them to be co-classified with (kapo) and (kràtkaiíet). This transitional form 
has a distinctive name and coincides with the scientific Family Blattidae. 

Complex B. The Sequence (Sequence 1) continues the second Complex 
(Complex B). ln Complex B we have 3 overlapping genera: grasshoppers 
(krytkanet), butterflies (wewe), and dragonflies (kaiíeiíet). The polar form 
is the dragonf1y, whose form is d;stinctive because of its extremely elongated 
abdomen and 4 wings. 
Sequence 2: This sequence consists of a single complex called (kokot). The 
continuum within the complex is one of smallness to largeness - the 
leafhoppers being considered the "children" of the larger cicadas. There is 
something of a form sequence from the slightly rounded leafhoppers to the 
ovate cicadas, but this seems insignificant to most informants. 
Sequence 3: This sequence consists of a single complex of flies. It inc1udes 
two (2) object levei categories: (kôpre) tiny flies, and (pure) mosquitoes, bi
ting flies, and pium. There is, as is expected, overlapping between contiguous 
categories and minor morphological form gradation from ngôire (tiny flies, 
which are drawn as small dots) and more slender mosquitoes. 
Sequence 4: This sequence is composed of three (3) distinct object levei 
categories in Complex A - termites (rorot), ants (mrum), and wasps (amuh). 
Complex B is composed of the single category, (mehn) honey bees. The break 
in the morphological sequence comes between wasps and bees. This may 
be attributable to the anomalous nature of bees, for they are the only shelled 
animal with major economic benefit. There are intermediate forms to bridge 
this functional gap. These intermediate forms are bees that make no honey 
and are solitary (kungont), and social wasps that do produce wax and honey 
(mehnkamamuh). 

This is the only named Sequence, being called "íiy". This name refers 
to the social nature of these ínsects; the name is also used to labe1 the 
immature forms (larvae and pupae) that the Indians say are carried about 
like children in the insects' "villages" (or urukwa). The "íiy" or social in
sects are seen to be in a special relationship to man because of their 
communal nature. Ali "fiy" colonies (urukwa) are thought to have a chief 
(õ-benadjwàra) and be organized into family units just tike the Kayapó. They 
are known to have warriors and the sounds of their movements are likened 
to Kayapó movements and singing. 

The Kayapó are aware that some "íiy" really tive alone - that is, 
there are solitary forms. But they are as social1y aberrant types that used to 
live in a "village", but for some reason now live alone. Solitary bees and 
wasps are like certain Kayap6 who go off alone maybe for years on spirit 
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guests, or are like true shamans, who are solitary by nature. These insects 
are a~sociated with the manipulation of spirits and are important ingredients 
in the magicai concoctions of shamans. ln short, their anomalous nature in 
relation to other social Hymenoptera and Isoptera makes them important tools in 
the manipulation of natural powers by shamans. These aberrant forms are 
labeled with primary lexemes although they are consistently classified as a 
sub-group of the category (amuh) social wasps. 

Except for Sequence 4 (termites, ants, bees and wasps), specific taxa are 
few for insects; sub-specifics are even fewer. Affixes denoting color, texture, 
size (or age), or some other general feature are frequently attached to the 
primary (lO) lexemic label of the generic category. An informant may choose 
any of a number of affixes to describe a specimen. Thus, (màrà-tyk-ti) means 
big, black beetle and the label may apply to any one of many beetles that 
are big and black. But the sarne beetle might also be called (màrà-krà-ti) , 
big-headed beetle, if it were black and also had a big head. Occasionally a 
descriptive (or secondary lexeme) label may be reserved for a particular, 
limited set of insects. Within the beetle category is such an example, (màràtire) 
or dung beetles (Scarabaeidae). Each insect group (basic object levei cate
gory) has a "father" (bam). The "father" is usually the largest member of 
the group. The "father" of the (màràtire) is the impressive rhinoceros beetle 
(Strategus, Scarabaeidae) . It is called the (krã-kam-djware) and is also con
sidered the "chief" (õ-benadjwàre) of ali insects. 

There are, however, only a few examples of this specific naming in 
Kayapó insect classification - except, within the Sequence (4) of " ny", the 
social insects. There are 32 sub-groupings of (mrum) ants; 48 sub-groupings 
of wasps (amuh); and 57 sub-groupings of bees (mehn) . These specific and 
sub-specific groups are generally labeled with secondary (2°) lexemes. But 
why does this specialized classification occur only within the Sequence "ny"? 

The importance of bees is evident: they are sources of honey and wax. 3 

But of what significance are wasps and ants? Already we know these ani
mais are like man because they live in societies like the Kayapó: they have 
villages , chiefs, and warriors. But so do termites, yet there are only 4 sub-di
visions of (rorol) termites. This is certainly not due to a paucity of termite 
types in the Kayapó area. 

This anomalous situation leads 1he ethnographer into lines of inquiry 
regarding the Kayapó perception of qualities and characteristics of social 
insects. The hypothesis would predict that because the sub-categories of social 
insects are relatively differentiated, that further investigation into the nature 
of social insects (fíy) would elicit significant cultural and social data. 

Indeed, research following these emic indicators revealed that social 
insects are central to the Kayapó belief system. To understand the distinction 
between bees, wasps, ants, and termites, for example, one must understand 
one of the most significant of the Kayapó myths: the story of the ancient 
fight with the giant rhinoceros beetle, the krã-kam-djware. 

i!l ancient times the Kayapó lived in the sky with other animais. The 
Kayapó were then like other animais and Indians could understand animal 
languages. But in these ancient days, the Kayapó were weak and did not 
live in villages or have societi~s. Indians were not more powerful than 
other animais and certain animais, especially the beetles (mara) under the 
leadership of their " chief", the kra-kam-kjware, waged war against men. ln 
the ancient days, in the sky, the Kayap6 learned to organize themselves into 
groups and live in villages like the " fíy" (wasps and ants). Then in a great 
batde in those ancient times, the valiant and fearless warrior of the Kayapó 
defeated the kra-kam-kjware. That defeat established man as a creature more 
powerful than other animais because of two things: (1) the power carne 
from the social organization, and (2) the great strength and valor of the 

3. The lmportance ot bees ln the Kayap6 culture Is discussed ln Posey, 1980, 1981b. 
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Indian warriors that had also come from the wasps. The Kayap6 had learned 
the wasps' secrets by carefully observing the behavior of wasps and had 
learned of their "power" that could be gotten through their potent stings. 
The venom of the wasps had been the secret; the aggressive, fearless attacks 
of the wasps had been the model for lndian warriors. 

Today, on regular occasions, the Kayap6 commemorate the acquisition of 
these secrets and their victory over the kra-kam-kjware. They are constantly 
searching for the nest of the most powerful and aggressive wasp, the amuh
dja-ken (Polistes testaceicolor). When a nest is found that is sufficiently large 
(usually l. 5 meters long, 0 .5 meters in diameter), scaffolding is erected (by 
night when the wasps are inactive) to prepare for a re-enactment of the 
ancient evento 4 

ln the numbing cold of a grey pre-dawn haze, the entire village goes 
solemnly to the site. The warriors dance at the foot of the scaffolding and 
sing of the secret strength they received from the wasps to defeat the giant 
beetle. The women wail ceremonially in high-pitched, emotional gasps as 
the warriors, two-by-two, ascend the platform to strike with their bare hands 
the massive hive. Over and over again they strike the hive to receive the 
stings of the wasps - until they are semi-conscious from the venomous pain. 

This ceremony is one of the most important to the Kayapó. It is a 
re-affirmation of their humanity, a statement of their place in the universe, 
and a communion with the past. Time and space collapse to provide the 
unity of being - the continuity of life, history, identity and knowledge. 

The wasp's nest itseIf is a symbolic statement of this unity. Its three-di
mensional shape illustrates the relationships between the polar forms of the 
c1assification morphology - the ovate and elongate forms (See Figure 1). 
A cross-sectional view - or view from above or below - shows the circular 
form; a lateral view shows the elongate formo The nest is a graphic study 
of the relationship between these shapes. 

Even more important1y, the general structure of the hive itself serves as 
a model of the universe. The hive is divided into parallel "pi ates" that seem 
to fIoat just like the ·Iayers of the universe. The Kayap6 say that today 
they live on one of the middle plates. But in ancient days, they believe they 
lived on another plate above the sky. Some Kayap6 still live on an upper 
plate, the tribal ~lders say, and their campfires are the stars in the sky. 

And below? From lower plates carne the "worthless men" (non-Kayapó) 
(kuben-kakrit). Many kuben-kakrit still live below, though most have already 
ascended to "this earth layer" through a termite mound. 

Termites are in alliance with "worthless people" and termites them
selves are worthless. They are weak (rêrêkrê) and cowardly (wajobôre), and, 
a1though they appear to live like Indians and social insects, they are neither 
brave (akrê) nor strong (tytx) like wasps or Kayap6 warriors. No lndian 
would, therefore, find value in studying termites: (rôrôt). They are sub-grouped 
only according to whether they are white, red, oer black - the skin colors of 
non-Kayap6 "worthless people." (A fourth sub-grouping labels the termite 
that lives in the mound through which carne the kuben kakrit). 

And what of ants? They are more 1ike men than even wasps because 
they walk and hunt on the ground. The Kayap6 believe that ants too have 
special powers because of their stings_ But the power received from ants 
is 'more useful on man's hunting ally - the dog_ Ants are used in many 
concoctions to make a hunting dog unafraid to keep his nose to the ground 
and to make him aggressive. Some ants are 15een as excellent hunters, so 
often man and dog are adorned for the hunt with the sacred red urucu 
paint mixed with ant parts. To be good hurrters, therefore, the Kayap6 
must know ants, just as they must know wasps to be brave and fearless 
warriors. 
----,. 

4. For more complete <lesorllltlon of the wasp ~remony, see Posey, 19790. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLusrONS 

This analysis indicates that insects are encoded at a "basic object levei" 
(BOL), the predominating characteristic being gross morphology (shape) that 
grades from an ovate polar form to an elongated polar formo Between 
these two polar forms lie named categories of insects that form contiguous 
or overlapping sets called Sequences. The continuum of each Sequence may 
be interrupted by "gaps" due to natural discontinuities in nature. These "gaps" 
are reflected by Transitional and Aberrant forms. 

Within the Kayapó classification system for insects there are four Se
quences (continua), of which on~ one is given lexical recognition (the others 
!Ire "covert" or unnamed categories). The named Sequence (iíy), composed of 
social insects, is in sharp contrast to other meagerly differentiated animal 
categories because of the highly elaborated domains for wasps, bees and ants. 

Semantic domains that are highly elaborated indicate categories of cultural 
importance; the degree of differentiation within a domain is a measure of 
cultural significance. Thus, based on these assumptions, it was predicted 
that investigation along these emic !ines of inquiry would reveal important 
characteristics and qualities of the Kayapó belief system. The elaboration 
of the Basic Object LeveI categories within the Sequence iíy were in fact 
shown to be directly related to Kayapó beliefs about the origin of society, 
composition of the world, and the unifying concept of universe. Wasps (amuh), 
for example, are seen as models for social organization and are "fought" 
in an e1aborate ceremony to reify their significance to the Kayapó culture. 
The nest of a Polistes wasp is a recognized visible model of the uni verse and 
a symbo!ic representation of social organization and politicaI relations. 

The relationship betw~en polar morphological forms of the Kayapó system 
and mythology also suggests very interesting avenues for theoretical investi
gations. I t is suggested that the shape of the wasp nest and the morphological 
mo dei produced by the continuua of shapes that form taxonomic Sequences 
are manifestations of the sarne underlying cognitive system. That is, the hy
pothetical 3-dimensional relationship between polar forms is a replication 
of the natural 3-dimensional form of the wasp nest. 

It is hypothesized that discernable patterns in the folk classification system 
represent underlying cognitive structures, which are given social significance 
through mythology and cultural manifestations in natural forms. Additional 
research must be ' carried out and the hypothesis tested to determine if similar 
relationships exist in other folk cultures. If such patterns continue to emerge, 
an important theoretical bridge between cognitive and taxonomic structures 
and mythological systems will have been estahlished. 

At the very least, the Kayapó data indicate the potential of ethnoscience 
for the study of cultural systems and the direct relationships that can exist 
between semantic domains and social reality as reflected in mythology and 
ceremony. Ethnomethodology can reveal significant semantic domains that 
are not only indices to cultural systems, hut also emic guides for additional 
investigation. This offers anthropologists and other social scientists a metho
dology for initial inquiry as well as culturally significant indicators for the 
design of subsequent research. 
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